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THE ROLLINS SANDSPUR

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Cloverleaf
ByM.

Curtis Perez

[in Cloverleaf on September
Idling subscriptions for the
Ispur to parents of arriving
T women, I heard c>«
ulBir exclaim, "Oh, it's so old
»jdy!", proving that often m e m KS do not age with the actual
jog of birthdays. The nowkso-young Rollins coed of 20
srs ago dragged her daughter,
looked suspiciously at the
king stairs, up to the south
to see the room which was
e of antics continuing through
years since our character
s occupied it.
Bshe returns for Parent's Weekmother will see nothing
I a Die hole where Cloverleaf
I. The demolition of the
lite clap-board building almost
rks the end of an e r a of Roli College. Progress leaves its
k as it passes through the c a m producing gaping holes and
bits of glass and wood,
i to be filM with aluminum and
the plans for Cloverleai's
iction were first revealed
, the Winter Park Advocate
)d that it would be one of the
st as well as one of the handiest buildings in town. There
Id be three wings, each three
ties high, 122 by 110. Above
roof was a "graceful t o w e r . "
new structure was designed
Dr. Nathan Barrows, first P r o ">r of Mathematics at Rollins.
)lan envisaged the newdormitm the shape of a cloverleaf.
cost was $19,577.75, almost
• the amount expended p r e J on any single buidling.
Mi ion to the large living room
!
"rst floor, made possible by
'Mure of the three wings,
0n
?inal plans called for 56
ls Beca
'
use of a tight budget,
!en
rooms on the third floor
unfinished until 1904.
••Frederick w. Lyman, wife
'Charter Trustee, assisted
girls who moved into Clovesourcefully used materials.
1 to furnish the living room.''
Surdeyant Abell, an e a r l y
J recalled later that t h e s e t '^debyPutting-goods''
W e r with m a t t r e s s e s
^retonne stuffed with m o s s ,
^ b a r r e l s were cutdown,
* covered with cretonne!
3 c a l ? G e S e c l o t h curtains
'lererSV" 0 n whichflowBrlt^^^nedfrom
small\ t 0 0 l s w e r e ma<*e
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were added. All the rooms were
furnished with new bedspreads,
curtains, gaily colored rugs and
period lamps.
No two rooms

were alike. The exterior received
several coats of white paint; window
screens
were
repaired and
replaced, trimmed in a light green.

St. Augustine
Pilgrimage Set
On February 1, students, faculty,
alumni and friends of Rollins College will embark on a unique annual tradition of exploring the
char m and historical significance
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p r e t t y names
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home. Therefore, we would propose the name 'Clover Leaf which
suggests both its architecture and
its desirability as a residence. . . "
The dedication of Cloverleaf Cottage took place April 23, 1892..
According to the Orange County
Reporter of Orlando, "The building was beautifull illuminated and
decorated
throughout, and each
young lady vied with all the rest
in beautifying her apartment. . .
flowers, pictures, works of art,
and articles of vertu, made the
attractive edifice a thing of beauty. . . "
The original location of Cloverleaf was on the pre sen t site of
Carnegie Hall in line with the
original Knowles Hall. In 1908,
the Trustees moved Cloverleaf in
southwesterly direction toward
Lake Virginia to make room for
Carnegie Hall.
In contrast to the other dormitories, Cloverleaf has never been
used for any purpose other than as
a dormitory for women. In the
summer of 1917, when President
George Morgan Ward returned
temporaril y to the Presidency,
Mrs. Ward raised funds for the
installation of bathrooms on each
floor, the laying of new floors, the
building of a fireplace in the living
room and the painting of the interior.
In the summer of 1959 Cloverleaf
was refurnished and redecorated by
President and Mrs. Hugh McKean.
The McKeans spent the entire summer working on the project themselves. The cost of the restoration, $27,000, was covered by a
gift of Mrs. McKean. New light
fixtures, Victorian in appearance,
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Yesterday the Tenth Annual Admissions Guidance Conference opened
on the Rollins campus with student conducted tours of the College Informal discussions with the students concerning life on a College
campus were the main bill of fare for the evening, which ended with a
small reception with the Department chairmen.
..pm!ltmn
The aim of the Conference is to provide the delegates with ^ m a a o n
about student life at Rollins that would be helpful in advising high school
students in their choice of schools for a higher education.

of St. Augustine, the oldest European settlement in this country.
Touring the fascinating city, sight
seers will have their choice of
a leisurely trip in a horse drawn
surry or the auto-train.
First on the pilgrimage, starting
at 11:00 a. m., is a tour of a
medieval-like fort which defended
the city. This grim, quadrangular, four bastioned, moted fortress
was significant in protecting the
North American sector of the Spanish Colonial Empire.
From the fort, the tour will continue to the city's ancient Gate,
made
famous as a landmark
throughout the United States. This
gate was the land entrance through
the nine-foot palisaded earthwork
that served as a wall.
Continuing on foot along St. George
Street, the tour will include a
stop at the Spanish cathedral with
its remarkable murals, and then
will proceed to Flagler College,
the former Ponce de Leon Hotel,
built in 1887 at ar. approximate
cost of 15 million dollars —
one of the greatest architectural
achievements of the New World.
Here the Pilgrimage Luncheon
will be held in the college's great
dining room. A program will be
presented by Rollins students from
the other Americas withMr. Frederick S. Vaill, a Director of the
Hispanic Institute of Florida, serving as Master of Ceremonies.
From 3:-30 p. m., the remainder
of the afternoon will be available
for individual sight-seeing and exploration. Possible trips include

College Dean Donald Hill, the
guiding light of the New Curriculum reflected continued optimism
over its progress in an interview
last Wednesday. Finding that the
biggest headache was to get a sizeable portion of the faculty behind
him, from whom he still claims
continued support, Dean Hill also
revealed what he felt were some
of the major administrative problems with the Hourglass, jlronically, most of these seemed to
involve the faculty.
The Foundation Courses and what
were to be Senior Interdisciplinary Seminars require that the faculty involved be equipped to draw
on a wide base of knowledge. "To
try and build a faculty with greater than a narrow background is
hard," claimed Hill. By inference, it would seem that the people best equipped to tearh at a
Liberal Arts College are graduates of similar institutions. Hill
went on to say that "relatively too
few faculty are working hard on the
New Curriculum," making it necessary to involve the same pro!essors over again in both the Foundation Courses "and their major
departmental field.
"How long
can we use the same people in
what amounts to two different curriculums," asked the Dean,
(continued on page two)

New Student Dean

Fred Hicks, Dean of Student Affairs, has announced the effective
February 1, Gale Whitehurst has
been appointed Director of Student
Activities and of Sororities. Miss
Whitehurst, a '68 graduate of Rollins CoUege fills the vacancy created by Tony Levecchio's departure
for the military service.
the Ximenez-Fatio House and Garden (prior to 1763); the Complex
of the St. Augustine Historical
Society Museum and Library; and
to the south, Fort Matanzas and
Marineland,
the ultramodern
Oceanarium.
Bus service for Rollins wiU
be available and reservations
should be made by January 29
at the Information Office in the
Administration Building. The cost
is $5.25 per person, and the buses
will be departing from the Casa
Iberia at 8:45 a. m. and returning
at 6:30 p. m.
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Editorial

Richard MacLeod

Council Annihilates Bills

by
Roy Caffrey
sense - of-the House resolution
Wednesday night, the meeting of
which was a request to have P r e What is the matter with Rollins? What keeps us, year after year, the Student-Administration-Faculsident McKean speak to the House
the same wasters of potential and drive? What is our problem?
ty Council brought out into the open
about
the problems facing the colthe long-suspected fact that what
Thah?aVm^ S s U fo?s St officer who doesn't trust the student he lets in
lege and what the students could
has been encouraged as student
do to effectively aid the college
That an assistant Dean of Student Affairs who too many people trust representation
and participation
as an ongoing institution.
Aconly as far as she could be thrown. . .aren't helping much.
cfnHont
had actually been thought of as
cording
to
Robert's
Rules
of
OrOur student government, that begs us to participate and aid student more administrative dictation and
der,
this
resolution
does
not
have
progress, somehow all too often seems to side against the students control.
The bill so thoroughly
to be reviewed by the Council.
thrashed over in the House, inat the last moment.
,
Apparently,
the Council, specifiOur Greek system's most constant degraders seem to come from cluding a public hearing, was passcally Dean Hicks, must have some
ed
almost
unanimously
by
that
body.
within the Greek structure and hold the higher offices. Our rush system
objection to this proposal, otherneeds no comment.
„,
- „ , Strangely, the Council, especially
wise he would not have been so
the administrative sector, seemed
Independents call Greeks hypocrites and then run off and collect to have unending objections and avoluble
in his insistence that
their own dues and have meetings.
#L*n„ mendments that weaken the bill
this particular resolution was a
matter for Council scrutiny. Could
The smaller offices of the administration will never say anything where student responsibility was
it be that Dean Hicks does not
against their superiors and cower when asked to comment on activities. concerned.
If members of the
wish for the President to speak to
The publications are all too often left to the marginal men on campus administration do not believe that
the House? Does Dean Hicks know
because the people with the real qualifications are too lazy to accept the students of this college are
that Roy Caffery, who proposed
responsibility.
competent, they should then say
the
sense-of-the-House
resolEverybody complains about Lower Court but nevergoes to the source so and quit hedging and playing
ution, has already spoken to P r e for informationPhil Marion. Rumours are much more fun anyway. parliamentary games.
sident McKean on several different
Instead of trying to make the Student House a strong body, people tend
One of the problems may be that
occasions and that the President
to laugh at it, not entirely undeservedly, and wait till legislation gets the Council was not familiar with
had enthusiastically expressed his
to the Council before they act.
the debate that took place in the
desire to speak to the House andi
House. Many of the points brought
Its really pathetic, just like all of us who are part of it.
to work with students to help r e out in the Council had already
solve some of the College's probeen worked out in the House.
blems? Why, after Dean Hicks has
The issue of having students on
consistently expressed his support
the Admissions Committee was a
of student involvement, is he now
prime example. Mr. Stabell's madelaying the ability of the student
jor overt objection was that inHouse to gain information from the
cumbent students should not have
head of the college. Is the Dean
access to the personal files of
trying to tell us that President
incoming students so that those
McKean is not really able to fulincoming students would not be sofill that function, that he is not the
cially penalized in any way. He
seems to miss the obvious point
head of the college? Who is?
that the NAME of an incoming
P r a y tell us so that we may know
student need not be mentioned or
to whom we should speak.
known before a decision can be
The Council also defeated a bill
made concerning the contribution
which would have the chairmanship
which that particular student could
of House committees to be open
make to Rollins. Besides, the bill
the entire Student Association. The
as it stands provides for consultatpurpose of the bill was to allow
ion between students and adminthe House to choose from all of the
istration or faculty members on
most talented and informed studcommittees to decide what the
ents on campus, so that an expert
exact and unique operating procedon the concern of each particular
ures will be for each committee.
committee could head up the work
If Mr. Stabell or any other adof that committee. Certainly the
ministration or faculty member has
bill was not an attempt to take power
a specific point he wishes to include
away from the House. Chairmen
i n the operational set-up of his
would still be chosen from the
committee, then he merely has to
House by the Speaker when there
bring that point to the attention of
are appropriate people in the House
the other members of the comto head up any particular committmittee. If it is felt that studee. But why be provincial about
ents at this college are not intellthe welfare of the students and the
igent enought to understand a luccollege? Not every member of
idly presented point of operatthe
House should or wants to be
ion for a committee, then we sugthe head of a committee. If there
This
committee
shall
consist
of
gest
that
the
admissions
committee
To Amend by Addition Student
is a more qualified member of the
should start looking for students
Association Bylaws: Article VI a student Chairman and as many
Student
Association, and the House,
additional members as the chairwith more brains instead of money.
Section 4 Subsection A
which
represents
the student body,
There shall also be voting student men considers necessary to ac—
Another example of the truculagrees
to
that
person's
appointrepresentation on the Finance and complish the work of the comence of the Council was thei r
ment,
then
that
student
should
head
mittee.
This committee shall
Budget Committee.
demand to be able to vote on a
the committee. Obviously. Is the
handle all correspondence and
other
matters
concerning
the
NatRobert L. Glass
DEAN HILL
(continued from page one)
College Reevaluation Committee ional Student Association and all
of
its
functions.
To the House January 20, 1969
cent questionnaire, the median p e r "It has put a great strain on the
To Amend, by Addition Article VI,
Behaviorial Science and History
centage of time spent involved with
Robert L. Glass
Section 1 addition of Subsection f
Departments."
the major was 21-30%. .Rollins
Constitution
and Bylaws Com.
F. NSA Coordinating Committe
Hill summed u p the problems:
requires 33%.
To the House January 20
1.
Distribution of Faculty-the
Of course, nobody will know how
entire faculty will not participate,
the New Curriculum is working
putting a heavy load on those who
until the class of 1970 is up and
do. This has deprived some degone. And speaking of 1970, Hill
Editor
Richard MacLeod
partments of enough personnel to revealed
some
changes in the
Managing Editor
M. Curtis Pe rez
both teach and run that depar senior curriculum, as yet unpassment.
ed by the faculty. The InterdisAssociate Editor
Gwen von Stetten
2. Some of the Faculty involved, ciplinary Seminar has been dropfor a number of reasons, do not ped, but the Summary Course is
News Editor
Barb Parsky
make the time for the reading, still on. The latter wiU encomstudy and thought that must be pass the Fall Term and one of the
Feature Editor
Roy Caffrey
completed to run a beneficial dis- two Winter Terms. An exam will
cussion section. Also, many of the be given at the end of this course
Business Manager
Seth Feigenbaum
most valuable and energetic faculty that all will be required to pass
are too heavily involved in extra- in order to receive a diploma.
Art Editor
Connie Hirschman
"The New Curriculum, without
cur riculars for them to lend their
doubt, is the right track for libtime to the Curriculum.
Contributing Editor
E. G. White
Hopefull, a vicious circle is not eral arts colleges to be on. Of
in the making.
course, it may not be the b e s t . . . , "
Photography
Don Robins
says Hill. He may yet be proved
Dean Hill said he felt a Liberal
right. Over eighty liberal a r t s
Arts College would not be fulfillCirculation Manager
Nelson Die
colleges across the country, ining its function if it forced the
ner
cluding Colby, Antioch, Colorado
student to specialize too early,
Sports Editor
Bob Taylor
but merely emulating the state
College, and next year, Bucknell,
STAFF: George Brown, Barry Benjamin, Bob McLaugnlin,
universities. For those who feel
will be operating on similar curKaren Payne, Jim Warner, Kathy Hanson. Jay Fusco, Bob Abbey
that Rollins has not been allowing
riculums.
This number is soon
Jessica Waddell, Peter Lalime , Debbie Edney Earl White
enough time for the student's
expected to double. For the studPublished weekly at Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida, by the major, Hill relied on a pamphlet
ent who doesn't know what to majWinter Park Sun Herald. Publication office — Student Center basement from the American Council on Edor in (the all College Major-Hill,
Entered as second class matter November 14, 1925, at the Post Office
ucation. Hill quoted that of all
or the No College Major-McKean)
at Winter Park, Florida under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscrintiori the colleges that replied to a r e his scope of schools may yet be
price — $5.00 annually.
*
steadily increasing.

Constitutional Amendments

STAFF

Council stupid o r n
Recognition was not grarui
Y.N.A. group which p resen
constitution to the Hou<
night. The House heard the ?
constitution read and had &
portunity to inspect it person
The House found no
point in the constitution •
aims of the new group after J
ioning the member of the p'
who presented the petition,^
Margaronis. Even though thee*
cil was advised by Bob Glass")
he could quote the constitution!
batim to the Council, Dean Ho;
was so adamant about need
study the bill and constitution
personal copies of the consfij
must now be made up for the?'.
scrutiny of the Council, especa
the administrative branch. (
the idea that DeanHowdensu
ed some sort of plot or.
to be behind the request fc
cognition of the new Y.N.A.
for a New America) group.
constitution which wassul
the House could not
straight-forward or simply.
Perhaps that was the pros
A bill which would have pn
ed for a Drug Education I
ee was also defeated and as
estion that a drug display;
up in the Union was offer
stead. It is patently clear t
committee designed to
all aspects of drugs and resj
to all student questions ra
far more effective than a i
grade school type display
Union.
Of course, everyone was I
that the Council approved tli
location of $500 for the skit
to build a new jump
Virginia.
The agony was I
it was the only House r
which made it through
butchering session on Wei
night.
All interested student
to be at the House
Monday night at 8:00 p,
the Crummer Auditorium,I
ant discussion and debate
under way. Remember,;
ent may be recognized a
a n ^ p i n i o n at the House id

Letters to
Editor
Editor:
Due to the lack of depth am<;
in the Behavioral Science r
ment predicted for nextf
cannot afford to lose'
Professors of the caliber a
Ester Strong. Dr. StrongIf
in good health and is si'
teacher. The size of tier i
and interest in those eft
testimony to this. It
shame to force such a q
retire because of an
rule regarding age.
all persons teaching \
a static age limit is ri

Dear Editor:
I am writing to you11!
to an article which %
the January 17 edition
Sandspur" entitled, "Is"
Dead?"
The article
meeting held to discus-".
ibility of student repressfaculty committees. I
at that meeting, along*
two other students aye. "j
members. Unfortunate
ball game was sched^l
same evening. I w o «
my impressions of
in view of the rag-ttfjj
reporting which appe^
Sandspur."
First of all, I do J
myself to be a consen
(continued on P^
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Three
continued )
( 4 W of oyseU as Victorian.
' Lai n g students present
nec onside7atTonofindivid,
-. nf faculty committes.
1
f meeting to discuss this
1 was agreed that this
;0S
7of the bill was not the
I
portant facet in regard
L - a l l view. However,
• ^ T r e other considerations
' ^ I g t h i s angle of the biU
, t * f reported. The discus" thich occured during the
involved the presentation

*££»

• ^

as to why students

^
on faculty com,s in consideration of individu a t i o n s and the refuting
£L arguments. There was
c;sPicuous absence of reasons
s proposal would be advanbody at
!0Js to the student

J'chief argument of those in
of the proposal to have stud„,. Sit in on the individual case
"^rations ran somewhat like
n the past, many of the professso,, these committees have been
, . and have used information
S in case studies to influ, their grading of the students
1V not know if the students who
je this claim realize the gravity
their charge. I do believe,
>ver, that they should stop and
this statement.
dug for a moment, I
ced that, supposing the above
to be true, how would
in the future benefit from
_ fellow students deciding
>ir cases with the faculty?
j couldn't be any worse off,"
the reply.

3D.

inuing my hypothesis, isn't
possible that a student on a
itiilty-student decision making
who also stands in anler position of judgement, e.g.
• court, might conceivably let
irmation he has gathered on the
committee influence (even
nconsciously) the decision he must
lake on the latter committee?
lit is interesting to note, at this
the same students who
pve intimate knowledge of cor"ffl on faculty committees are
ng fang and claw in support
'raising faculty salaries.
ins noted in the article that
eof the more avid supporters of
Ie proposal was "that wild-eyed
*al, Dean Hicks". As an init, thinking individual, I asthat Dean Hicks has many
lid reasons for supporting the
jP°sal. I would like to hear
J as I am sure many students
Perhaps I am wrong in

opposing this view. If so, I would
like to hear the reasons for accepting the proposal. The reasons
for accepting the proposal may be
more valid than my reasons for
rejecting it.
To make my point clear: I am
in favor with and agree with the
necessity for student representation of faculty committees on
policy making decisions only. I
can see no advantage to having students sit in on the deliberation of
individual cases.
Sincerely yours,
Eric B. Solway
Dear Editor:
The following is a reply to Pat
Crowley's letter on January 17:
Your implication that the dignity
of man is not a "constructive economic influence" with a "rational
and tangible goal," for the black
men, is only halfway true. First,
it is obvious that dignity is not
necessarily a "constructive economic influence." Unlike the white
men, the black man has decided
he ought to (just for the record)
consider his humanity. The white
man labors under the impression
that he carrys his dignity and
freedom in his wallet. Second,
do not be misled, beneath the
debate between the black man and
the white world and his own world,
he is aware of the very "rational
and tangible goal" of personal
worth - mind you, not the millions of which you speak. You
have mastered Webster's, Pat, now
let's see if you can master the
subject matter.
G. Dewey
Dear Editor;
If you wondered why President
Johnson chose to deliver his State
of the Union address in person
and break with tradition, watching
him speak on television would have
told you this speech was not so
much an evaluation of this nation's
present state as Mr. Johnson's
uniquely personal last message to
the American public. Its ends
were Mr. Johnson's own.
One aspect of the occasion was
that this was a farewell party in
honour of the retiring executive.
The ovation given Mr. Johnson
as he entered the hall by the
assembled
representatives and
senators, and the singing of Auld
Lang Syne when he left, point this
out.
The speech in tribute to
the achievements of the retiring
man was, surprisingly, delivered
by that man himself, in the guise
of the State of the Union address.
Perhaps it is not so surprising.
Mr. Johnson has often spoken of
his hope that historians will see

p Are Most Anxious To Serve You
The Home of that
Extra Cleaning Touch.
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the true worth of his achievements
and he repeated this hope in his
speech. That is why he hid both
the Reds and the red ink spots
under the domestic carpet of his
social legislation.
The wish to justify one's actions
to a nation wide audience is a
human enough reason for breaking with tradition. But there was
a deeper purpose in Mr. Johnson's
break with tradition; a more Johnsonian or. if you wish, a sneakier
motivation for giving this nationwide speech. It was this: Mr.
Johnson had said at some time
to his friend, "I'll get it for
you, Hubert."
Mr. Johnson did his Texan best
to lasso, tie up, and brand public
opinion with the mark, HHH 72.
That is why he challenged the
Republicans to produce more social
welfare goodies: KiddieKare, public housing, and more Social Security. The Republicans are not
going to produce these liberal laws,
and therefore, runs the threat,
they'll be out in 72. Furthermore,
the conservative Republicans won't
be able to keep the surplus in the
budget, so they're already damned
ahead of time on both scores:
spending and saving.
The average voter, as Mr. Johnson
knows, will not read and be impressed by the facts listed in the
U.S. News and World Report: that
this projected budget surplus
unorthodoxly includes Federal
agency balances, and that it assumes the unlikely existence of
continued prosperity, a continued
surtax, and an end to the war in
Asia. What the voter will notice
is that the Republicans take away
the budget surplus without handing
out more Federal welfare goodies.
Mr. Johnson has through his demands and promises for the future, done his best before leaving
to insure public dissatisfaction with
the Nixon administration.
Tedana Clark.
Dear Editor:
In the November 15, 1968 issue,
an article on the Vista tutoring
programs appeared. As a former
volunteer, I found that the experience fulfilled my saintly ambitions while raising a few questions which have plagued me ever
since. What if the objective of the
Vista tutoring?
What is there
about the child's needs that a Vista
volunteer can treat better than a
professional psychologist?
While exploring the implied heresay, one might protest that professional tutors work for money
whereas Vista tutors do not. Assuming that Vista volunteers have
the time, why not get a job and
pool the funds for hiring a professional teaching team?
Now the commercial -- there is
a need in the Winter Park area for
a chauffeuring service. The problem is that there are many elderly citizens in this area who cannot
drive at night. Theyprefer student
drivers.
If there is sufficient
interest, a rate and list of names
could be distributed to those persons through a contact in the community. Anyone interested can contact me by writing to Box 913.
Respectfully,
Michael Regan

Roger Brings Life To
'Philadelphia'
by Nancy Wayman
In "Philadelphia Here I Come"
at the Annie Russell Theatre, Gar
O'Donnel sings with Irish spirit,
but he has a problem. He can't
communicate with anyone around
him. Gar's problem is interesting, because it is a common one
today. Like many people, Gar has
two selves; a public one and a
private self. Roger Miller, as the
private Gar, attempts to break
the
communication
barriers.
Roger holds the audience's attention at all times as he sings/lances,
gestures wildly, laughs, and wisecracks.
Except for the life Roger brings
to the stage, the play is static.
There is littl e real action, but
much thought. The plot centers
on Gar's emigration from his
father's home in Ireland to Philadelphia. Friends arrive, Gar's
girl is seen in flashback, and there
is a visit from an American uncle
and aunt.
The acting is generally believable.
Warner Shook as the
public Gar proves again that he
is an actor of variety. He is
sometimes eclipsed by Roger Miller, but his performance is sensitive. Rick Camp and Chris Forrest, as the father and housekeeper are quite moving in the third
a *,t when they reveal their love for
Gar despite their inability to understand him. Marcy Edwards is
fussy, funny, and rowdy as the
aunt. Larry Mercier is complete-

Memorial

for Constable

To Be Held In
There will be a memorial service
for the Reverend William A. Constable in the chapel on Tuesday,
January 28 at 4:30 p. m. He
was a familiar figure to this area
as a Unitarian minister, Rollins
College English professor, Shakespearean scholar and lecturer on
drama and poetry. He passed away
at the age of 79 on December
14 in St. Petersburg, Florida.
Mr. Constable was born in Tynemouth, England in May of 1889.
He obtained his academic training at a Quaker Boarding School
in Yorkshire, at the Yorkshire
Independent College at.Bradford,
England, and in 1912 received his
master's degree at Edinburgh University in Scotland.
Reverend Mr. Constable arranged
classes in English literature while
serving as minister of theOvenden
Congregational Church, Halifax,
Yorkshire, his first pastorate. He
and his wife, Wilna, also an ordained minister, were named joint
pastors of Crookes Congregational
Church, Sheffield, England, 19181920.
While employed as adult educational lecturer for the county of
Warwickshire with the Univer-
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sity of Birmingham and British
Workers Educational Association,
the Reverend Mr. Constable lived
within 10 miles of Stratford-onAvon, birthplace of Shakespeare.
He lectured quite a great deal in
that area. He founded the Warwick and Leamington Drama Study
Club. During the summer months,
he studied at Oxford.
The religious activities of the
Constables enabled them to travel
to New Zealand where Reverend
Mr. Constable served as a judicatur of the first British Drama
League Festival. They also had
pastorates in Vancouver, British
Columbia and Capetown, South Africa.
The Constables came to Orlando
on a trial basis as joint ministers
of the First Unitarian Church here.
It was just a few days before
Pearl Harbor that they became
permanent ministers. They remained as such for 12 years.
In 1943 President Hamilton Holt
of Rollins College appointed the
Reverend Mr. Constable a parttime professor of English. He
served as assistant and associate
professor through 1955 during
which time he lectured on drama
and poetry for the community progra m at Rollins . Mr. Constable
had been consultant to the English
department at Rollins since 1960.
The Constables moved to St. Petersburg several years ago. It was
there that they were working on a
book, "The Trail of Two Tramps".
His wife died about two years ago.

ParentsWeekend
Needs Help

A*t'

ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
ON PARK AVENUE

ly believable as Gar's teacher,
an old man not above accepting
handouts.
The scene in which Gar's friends
come to say good-by to him is
one of the best in the play. Chuck
Kitchell, new to the Rollins stage,
shows real talent in his portrayal
of a somewhat boorish young man,
who has real affection for his
friend. He really tries to communicate
and nearly succeeds.
Steve Fox and Charlie Hooper, as
the other two friends, also have
distinct characterizations.
Jan Magrane makes a very pretty
Irish girl. Ed George, Carl
Johnson, Rick Gimble, and Professor Wilbur Dorsett effectively
round out the cast. The Irish accents of the entire cast are authentic, if somewhat hard to understand at times.
Director David Gawlikowski has
done his job well, as has desiner
Dale Amlund. One fixture of the
set is particularly noticable; a
large clock which audibly ticks and
emphasizes the static life at the
O'Donnel house. Special credit
should go to Karen Larsen for effective costuming. Her costumes
for Rick Camp, Chris Forrest,
and Marcy Edwards add to their
characterization.
The sho w runs Saturday night
as well as January 30, 31, and
February 1. It is worth seeing,
especially for Roger Miller fans.
Watch out, his blarney may be
catching!

I

The Parents Weekend Committee
needs volunteers to work setting
up the schedule. Anyone interested in working an hour this week,
notify Mrs. Lavin in the Admissions office.

Friday, j a n u a r y ,
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Part three: Dr. Smith

Where O u r Commitments Lie
To summarize what I have
attempted
to demonstrate previously, the United States faces
continuing threats to its vital interests from the expansionist and
revolutionary policies of Russia
and China.
As the only nonCommunist world power, America's resources, while great are
yet limited and must be used judiciously in those areas of greatest
importance and potential effectiveness. We cannot permit our strength to be dissipated on secondary
fronts such as Vietnam, while critical areas in Europe and the Middle East are in jeopardy. Reassessment of our strategy and commitments is urgently needed.
America's present commitments
to defend and assist other countries have been entered into over a
period of more than twenty years.
They are embodied informal treaties, diplomatic notes and confidential memoranda; it is doubtful
that anyone in the Department of
State could enumerate them all.
Some represent fundamental interests such as the NATO treaty;
others are the residue of past
crises and have little merit under
the changed conditions of today.
A number could be embarassing if
suddenly activated.
It is the nature of alliances that
they are fragile and temporary,
requiring constant attention. Frequently they are entered into without the establishment of a true
indentity of interest between the
parties. Unfortunately, this was
true of many agreements made
by the U.S. in the frantic alliance making of the early 1950's.
The military agreement with Pakistan, for example, was desired
by that country primarily to gain
support in its conflict with India,
while to the U.S. it was based on
common defense against Russia.
SEATO similarly has little foundation in a joint undertaking of the
area and non-area countries to act
with the U.S. against Communist
intrusion and has been ineffective
in Vietnam.
Misuse and waste are the consequence of ill-conceived agreements. I recall well an Asian Prime
Minister seeking U.S. financial aid

Dacron-polyester
Machine wash
No-iron
Sizes from 8-18
Moss Green and
ttoyal Blue $19.00

fLEEDY'S

who said privately, "If I didn't
have a Communist party, I would
have to create one." In Latin
America, on numerous occasions, U.S. aid has been demanded
to suppress genuine internal r e form groups under the pretense that
they were externally led revolutionaries.
Servan-Schriber in his recent address at Princeton has added his
voice to that of many sincere
European friends who desire a
strong America. In brief summary
they say, "We have had experience with world commitments. We
know the cost. You are overextended. To remain strong you
must put first things first." Such
voices deserve attention, not only
for their experience but because
American policy, to be effective,
needs support, and to be supportable it must be sound, enduring
and dependable.
Whatever our
interests may be elsewhere, a
viable and strong Atlantic alliance
remains the foundation of American foreign policy.
The changes wrought by time also
dictate reassessment.
Military
positions important for defense
in conventional warfare have less
value in the day of the atom and
rocket; some today act only as provocative
threats to others and
should be dismantled in the search
for peace. Some areas today could
well be neutralized provided reasonable agreements can be readied
with Russia and China. Technical
advances have greatly reduced the
strategic value of Suez while enhancing that of the Arctic.
The process of reappraisal, in the
light of the variety of America's
interests, is obviously complex.
Certain priority objectives however can be identified:
1. Early reduction in the commitment of military and financial
resources to Vietnam.
Restructuring of the relations and
institutions constituting the Atlantic Alliance to reflect changed conditions and to assure continuity
to this essential element of American foreign policy.
3. The reduction of the present
threat to world peace resulting
from instability and hostility in the
Middle East. A viable solution to

the Arab-Israeli conflict would not
only reudce immediate tension^ but
would serve to defuse the explosive
possibility
of
a
U.S.-USSR
confrontation in the area. Most
recent assessments agree that the
political positions of both Arabs
and Jews have become so polarized that the only hope for solution
is from unified action of the major
powers concerned (U.S., USSR,
Great Britain, France). Since any
such policy will not meet fully
the extreme demands of either party, it will require particularly
courageous U.S. leadership to support joint action in the face of
domestic political considerations.
4. Adjustment of U.S.policymaking to the opportunities and problems of new technological and
economic developments.
Rapid
advances in agriculture, space,
weather control, desalinization,
and
corporate organization, to
mention but a few, are changing

fundamental international conditions in a manner which will affect basic political relations. Yet
U.S. foreign policy is made in the
political area by the Department
of State, and in the technical areas
by nearly every other department
of government, with inadequate
synthesis into a viable overall
strategy.
While most difficult
intellectually and bureaucrati^ally,
a means must be found to produce and administer an integrated
policy. The alternative is continued fragmentation, contradiction,
and waste of influence.
In singling out these problems,
I do not overlook the importance
of others: revision of policies
toward Latin America, restructuring of-nuclear detente, the U.N.,
and the adoption of an
effective assistance program to the
less developed countries. However, progress on the four identified areas would both free r e -

Rush Rules Like
Shopping In Prague
By Kinne, Nuber, and Klein
As most of Rollins College is
aware, a fairly large number of
freshmen chose not to sign up for
rush.
A contributing factor to
this may very well be the present
system of deferred rush. One fault
of the deferred rush system is obvious: there is simply too much
red tape.
A recent article in
a widely read fraternity magazine,
likening rush to a sales campaign,
noted that it would be an unsuccessful group of merchants who
made rules such as:
1. All prospective buyers must
register in advance with the Chamber of Commerce and pay a $5.00
fee;
2. Buyers must start their shopping on a fixed day at a certain
hour;
3. They must visit every dealer
(whether they are interested or
not!) and get receipts to show
that they have made these visits;
4. They may not visit any deale r s until January.
We ask why Rollins' fraternities
continue to inflict this idiocy on
themselves. The majority of freshmen may tolerate it, but the number who refuse to do so is growing.
The present policy of deferring
rush for a full term is inadequate, as it prevents the freshmen
from having a reasonable amount
of social life until after Christmas.
True, some freshmen who
have not adjusted to the academic
de mends of college shoulu not be
rushed, but eligibility can oe based
on midterm reports (which would
be more helpful for this purpose
if they included a "C- " grade).
If this were done, rush could take
place during the second or third
week in November. Rush week
is also in need of some changes.

This year's rush week included
two nights of sign-ins, an evening
of off-campus rushing, an afternoon of off-campus rushing, and
an evening of house parties with
girls; in its entirety, a far too
lengthy and exhausting schedule.
Sign-ins, of course, are beneficial, as they insure that the freshmen see all the fraternities (and
vice-versa). But this procedure
should precede rush week. We
propose that four Sunday afternoons
be set aside for this purpose.
Each freshman would sign into each
house twice, on alternate Sundays.
During this part of the term, fraternity house s should always be ope n
to freshmen. After the last signin, each freshman would submit
the names of the four houses that
ne would like to visit again. The
second night of rushing would be
the Friday night party.
The rest of rush week would then
be the same as this year's program,
with the exception of Pledge Sunday.
As Linda Buck pointed out in her
article, rush is becoming too competitive. It seems to us that for
the fraternity system to survive,
interfraternity unity must be promoted. Our final suggestion to
promote unity is for an All-Greek
party with dates at Sanlando on the
afternoon of Pledge Sunday. This
party would replace the IFC party
of this year, which would not be
necessary since, according to our
plan, rush would be over in midNovember.

* • * • • • • • •

Interested seniors will find 1LT
Coy W. Powell, Recruiting Officer
from the Jacksonville Main Station, available to answer questions
and discuss Army Officer Candidate School on the Rollins College
campus on Monday, 27 January
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WPRK,

Announcements

Forensks
Honored

Gaby Forster of Ecuador and
Stephen Landers of Brazil talk with
Episcopal Bishop Voegeli at openjjg of Cafezinho Book Review
jeries at Casa Iberia last Saturday, January 18th. According to
YORK TIMES, Bishop

Dean F. Graunke, Assistant Professor of Speech, and director
of Forensic activities and WPRKFM at Rollins, received word today
that the National Council of the
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
has awarded a chapter on the Rollins Campus. About a year ago a
petition was prepared and Rollins
is indeed honored to be accepted
in the same league as Purdue,
Duke, University of Wisconsin, and
other major universities and colleges . In fact Prof. Graunke's
major professors at the University of Nebraska and the University of Southern California, Dr.
Leroy Laase and Dr, James McBath, are national president and
vice-president, respectively.
Plans are being made for installation in the very near future

Voegeli, who had been Bishop of
Haiti for 21 years, was forced out
of the country at gunpoint in the
spring of 1964. He will serve
on a student panel next week for
discussion of his dramatic experience.

Fall Term Honor List
The President's office h a s
nounced that 55 Rollins underaduates earned a place on the
esident's List during the F a l l

E

Library
Offers
Opportunity
ege juniors or seniors who a r e
already definitely committed
jiother profession or vocation
invited to take advantage of a
program financed by the
Library Services and Construction
I Act which gives students an o p f to learn about a l i b r a r y
I career.
long as the applying student
i meet requirements for a d m i s n to graduate school, he could
earn $70 per week for 10 to 12
seeks starting in June and continuing through August.
! public libraries of F o r t LaudJacksonville ,
Miami,
ndo, St. Petersburg, and
npa will be co-operating in the
gram which will introduce the
ts, through work a s s i g n under trained supervision,
- various phases of public l i b r a r tship. Children's and Young
Services, Sudio-Visual S e r s, Public Relations, and R e duce Service are only a few of
various aspects to be covered,
ion will be welcome from
y student, regardless of major
M field, who gives promise
singable to meet requirements
admission to graduate l i b r a r y
• Library science c o u r s e s
•not required.
j-sted persons should c o n he Placement and Financial

V

term. The President's List consists of those undergraduate, fulltime students who had a term
average of 11.00 or (A-) or higher. Those achieving this recognition are: Sandra Andry, Joe
Beard, Abigail Bertram, Katherine
Bohannon,
Marianne
Bouvier,
Linda Buck, John Burns, Mary
Carty, Claude Chevalier, Shana
Clark, Michele Crosby, Margaret
Curtis Perez, Linda Felton, Mary
Ann Foniri, Julia Frank, Mark
Frydenborg, Linda Garment, Allen
Gimbel, Gail Green, Janice Gunter,
Henry Harrison, Antje Harrod,
Carol Ingalls, Cherylin Johnson,
John Kennedy, Jay Lambert, Alan
Landay, Julia Lane, Philip Marion,
Robert MaynarrlFrancesMcCrary,
Patrick McCreless, Karen McFetrich, Laurence Mercier, Roger
Miller, Barbara Myers, George
Neitzel, Jewel Ann Nicony, Patricia Nielsen, Penny Olson, Linda
Palm, Gail Pattison, Steven Rabinowitz, Michael Regan, Richard
Rothschild,
Cecelia Saunders,
Fredericks chert, Margaret Shouse,
Robert Stonerock, Elizabeth Story,
Julia Thomas, Carol Welch, Earl
White, Deborah Yotter, and Stefan
Young.

'LL O'BRIEN. Re«. P h .
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g Rollins Students
For 28 Years

Cha

rge Accounts
Checks Cashed

A memorial service for Susan
Gould was held in the Francis
Chapel Tuesday, January 21, at
4:30 p. m. Sue, a Rollins junior
last year died during Christmas vacation after a prolonged illness.
While at Rollins, Sue was an active
Pi Phi. Transfering from Garland
Junior -College, Sue was studying
elementary education. Herparents
live in Hobart, New York.
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Please help a poor blind student!
I lost a brown shoulder bag in the
Crummer Auditorium on Monday
after the Legislature Meeting. . .
Contents; everything of value I
possess!
Will anyone with any
information on its whereabouts
please notify Joan Britten, 6479121: I am having to learn brail
in order to study without my
glasses!!!

GOOD
LUCK,
Mr. Nixon!

Europe
262 round trip
Y o u ' l l be flying the newest scheduled transatlantic airline, International Air Bahama,
B o e i n g 707 i n t e r c o n t i n e n t a l fan jets w i t h
multi-million mile American pilots at the controls and five expertly trained stewardesses
handling in-flight services. You'll be served
complimentary beverages and expertly prepared international cuisine. And, you'll get a
w h o p p i n g 66-pound baggage allowance. ( A
$262 round-trip excursion fare is available for
those wishing only transportation to and from
Europe. H i g h season group fare $339 effective
June, July, and A u g u s t . )
3 2 - D A Y T O U R 11 C O U N T R I E S $ 7 9 5
If y o u ' v e been l o o k i n g at places y o u can afford
to g o on your vacation, don't sell yourself
short. N o w you can fly Superior Class on a
scheduled intercontinental fan jet and spend
over a month in eleven countries for o n l y $79SPrice includes transportation to and from Europe and in Europe, sightseeing, professional
multilingual escort, most meals, hotels. Countries include Luxembourg, Germany, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Italy, France,
M o n a c o , Spain, England and Bahamas. Tour
originates in Miami, Florida and departs on
the f o l l o w i n g Wednesdays: June 11, 18, 25.
July 2, 9, 16, 23, 30. August 6, 13For complete information write:

YOU!

Perfume

- "White Lilac" -

with Dr. Joseph Wetherby of Duke,
Regional Governor, in charge of
the installation of the chapter and
charter members. Students with
credits in debate and public speaking who are associated with the
Speech Department and Speaker's
Bureau will be notified shortly.
A delegation fro m Rollins will be
in attendance for national recognition at the National Conference at
the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, April 6-10, 1969.
This largest and most distinquished of the speech honoraries was
formed in 1906. Over the years
the society has undertaken may
programs and projects. The official society journal, THE SPEAKER, is noteworthy, the organization presents annually A Grand
Trophy Award to the top winner of
the National Forensic League's
yearly tournament. For high school
students and gives Speaker-ofthe-Year awards to the nations
top 15 (out of 10,000) collegiate
speakers.

Students planning to apply for
summer employment with the Federal Government must take a written examination. Applications must
be filed before January 30, 1969.
Necessary forms may be obtained
in the Placement and Financial
Aids Office.
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S p e a k i n g Out:Visiting-Hours
by E.G. White
One of the questions facing school
administrators across the nation is
"Will the women ask for an abolishing of the women's hours syste m ? " This question, when asked,
is typically responded to by the
girls interviewed with an, "Oh, I
guess if we have to have hours,
the ones we have are okay'? Oddly (or, perhaps not so oddly) the
men were more outspoken against
the system, giving reasons ranging
from "abject practice of 'in loco
parentis' " to "unrealism" on the
part of the administration.
It is significant that most of the
women interviewed we re freshmen.
Their feelings parallel those of last
year's freshmen women who were
relatively unconcerned about an
extension of women's hours until
faced with the fact that men had
more freedom than they did solely
for the fact that they were male.
When women came face to face with
that they could be put on house
arrest merely for going out after
ten (or eleven or whatever) o'clock,
many a. nu±lins lass searched her
soul for a resolution. Significantly
for the Pink Palace, this soul
searching was for a justification
of the system, not for reasons for
abolishing it. The freshmen women could find no tenable justification for the system other than a
tenuous argument by one of our
present juniors (to wit, to abolish
hours for freshmen women would
negate the dichotomy between
freshmen and upperclass women).
It is also significant that that argument went the route of the "L.S.D.
breaks chromosomes" argument.
That is, while neither argument is
categorically documented , people
will keep clamoring for a resolution of both until the arguments are
substantiated.
The prevailing argument this year
is concerned with the relative maturity of the incoming freshman.
While I, myself, might doubt their
maturity ( and, indeed, the maturity of some upperclassmen), I am
quite sure that that is no criterion on which to base an allocation
of personal freedom in a society
as chronologically (not psychologically) oriented as is American society. Furthermore, if you base
your argument on the alleged freshman lack of maturity you would
do just as well to extend it up
into the ranks of the upperclassmen, some of whom are not as
incisively discerning as some of
the freshmen on this campus.
One upperclass woman says that
the hours system "retards" preparation for life "on the outside"
and a female graduate student, in
corroborating this, says that the
hours system makes for dependent students whereas the college
should cultivate an atmosphere
conducive to independence on the
part of the student. Furthermore,
it was asserted that the students
would take it upon themselves to
budget their study time without
the prying eyes of a wet-nurse
watching their every move and
seeing that they are safely tucked
in at night. This metaphorical way
of speaking would not appear so.
exaggerated if one would stop to
consider the fact that very few of
us were subject to as prohibitive

parental restraints and we all made
it to college only to find that it
casts itself in the role of an ivycovered (as the saying goes) super-parent, educating you academically while keeping you naive
to the ways of the world. This
ridiculously, has been called "protecting" the woman, who, all things
considered, neither wants nor
needs this kind of "protecting."
It is often claimed that a dispensing with women's hours is
too "radical." That is true. That
was also true of woman suffrage
at the turn of the century. Now
that women have the right to vote
they exercise it with deliberation
comparable to that of the male.
By the same token, itissophomoric to assume that if hours were
abolished, the Rollins woman would
neglect her study time for the hackneyed
surreptitious nocturnal
rendez-vous with her boyfriend.
The abolition of women's hours
is not radical because of its social
repercussions,
it is radical
because the question is not originating from the top to be benevolently handed down in manna-like
fashion.
In spite of the uproar surrounding the issue, it is certain that the
administration has a valid reason
for retaining the hours system.
Why, just
the other day overheard one prominent official mutter concernedly, "Our best girlsturned to pumpkins-where will it
end?"

become more mature because of the
self-will that grows from experience."
"The question is maturity - whether the girls are mature enough
to cope with problems themselves
for which hours
are a good
crutch."
"It should not be the college's
responsibility to raise people;
you're not here to be raised. That's
something you have to do on your
own."
By Debbie Edney
The reactions to questions on
It seems to be an implicit rather visitation , however were more
than explicit policy at Rollins that
mixed - with most of the freshwomen, if left to run their own
men and some upperclass women in
lives without stringent discipline,
favor of visitation privileges,
would be incapable of coping with
whereas a note of dissent can be
the situations encountered in more
heard from many sorority women.
or less adult life, at least this is
Privacy in other words, the mainthereaction of many women on this
tenance of the "feminine illusion"
campus to the protective measuris a basic question. And many woes which they feel are more r e men feel that their room i s their
strictive than protective.
inner sanctum - and violation of its
Basically the ideas expounded volsanctity by invasion by men would
untarily
in non-recriminative
be analogous to a blotch on their
student to student interviews ran
moral character.
in the same direction: dissatisVisitation, however, is not designfaction with policies as they now
ed to limit, but to promote more
stand, with the foundation of these
mature and realistic interpersonal
ideas being the cramping nature
relations, and it is also quite conof present restricitons on women's
venient once people are used to it.
hours and visitation privileges,
Where on this campus can a couple
which
in turn restrict mature
go - to listen to records, talk,
interpersonal relationships. Many
etc. - it is always a major proviewed the general "taboos" of
blem for those students who do not
this campus as a retarding factor
own cars or are restricted in actin the normal emotional growth and
ivity
because of lack of funds.
maturing process - how can an
There
is
not much privacy for such
individual be expected to make use
an
encounter
on campus.
of his or her own will, and to
develop inner strength and stabIn the summer stock theatre group
ility with a constant "Big Brother
last summer on campus, both men
is watching you" atmosphere?
"It a girl is going to get into
trouble, she's going to do it no
matter what her hours are. We
LUGGAGE CENTER
are expected to conduct ourselves
as mature women - but here we
204 Park Avenue, N
aren't allowed to."
Winter Park
"Freshmen too would profit from
it (Visitation and the easing of
restrictions on women's hours)
if they were more responsible to
themselves they would grow up and

Gallop Poll
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be true when I grow up, but.,
I still am a little girl it j s nright to decide these thing""
even how I will spend my"
nights.
I really don't want to Rrot I
anyway. I was really sea
my school headmaster toH"
would have to learn how to t»
my own. Thank goodness than'
true - now I can be a little
for 4 more years. . .That j
we young girls have rules
guide us towards what is m
good.
At home my parents made J
rules but they aren't here noiT
I guess it is the college'sdu
take care of me. All I have i
is get used to the factthatthewill no longer be made for'
I will have to mold myself;
rules - that shouldn't be toot,
Some people just don't realize
Rollins' rules are also made j
practical and economic rei
It would be silly and impc
have a 60 years old house I
stay up all night worrying k\
girls to come in. House motlj
don't have anything to doafter?
ching Johnny Carson and the 1.
movie. I guess it would maisi
and women lived in new hall men on first floor and women on more mature to get into the;
habits of older women.
second floor.
There were no
Some girls want to leavetbedon
closing hours and visitation priand get an apartment off CJ
vileges were arranged so that woThey should keep the rules!
men could not visit men's rooms,
they are or else the school!
but men could visit women at
lose; a lot of rich customer!
any time except during the hour
And it really wouldn't look ve
between 9:00 and 10:00 in the
good to have Rollins' young ladi
morning. Those who participated
living alone and having bi
in this rather novel set-up proparties.
fited from
the experience and
I personally enjoyhavingso
thought of it as one possible practlook after me so closely. It
ical alternative, in a college sitme feel protected knowing!
uation, to restrictions as they now
one can get in or out of the MM
stand.
And if it weren't for w
"Visitation would be agoodthinghours I would never knowi
but there should be set hours for
go to bed or when to tell myti
everybody's convenience. It should
to bring me home.
not be allowed in the mornings
I really hope they don't start\
when people are just getting up."
ting boys into the dorm -1
never be able to study or
shower in peace. And I can j
see all my roommates' en
friends smoking up the wholer
I once heard someone say that it
and messing it up all the1
was a woman's right to decide how
I have confidence in our
she will comb her hair, how shej istration. I know they will doi
will vote and how she will raisei
is best for me and keep ever)!
her children. I guess that wilL
nice and happy like it is

with

|

4 Registered Pharmacists
also
Famous Brand Cosmetics
in W I N T E R PARK it's

L

TAYLOR'S
102 North Park Avenue
Phone 644-1025

T H E dCoGGERY
Apparel of Taste
for >i«»n • W o m e n

^ / ^

:H'2 Hark A v e n u e , South

Ternary 24, 1969
_

_

_
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ROLLINS BASKETBALLERS HOLD 9 - 4
RECORD AT SEASONS HALFWAY MARK
^ T a r s added one game
fthe win and loss columns
Sings against Augusta C o l i::er
and the University
frampa, bringing t h e i r r e c o r d
oi

7on the season. The last
Rollins had a winning basi l record was after the 1954^
when the Tars were
l i v e l y beaten by Augusta ir
, S r contest, 63-51 the T a n
I d the Jaguars again last SatS T sporting a string of foui
nsecutive wins going into the
Rollins swept by Augusta,
5 63 in extending its win streak
uflJand tying its longest r e cold for consecutive wins since
the 1954-55 season.
The game was a hotly-contested
0De with several technical fouls
coach Marvin V a n o v e r a d d i n g
valuable points to R o l l i n s ' s c o r i n g
column. The score w a s t i e d a t
27 apiece at the half, b u t i n t h e
second half, the pace q u i c k e n e d w i t h
to Tars picking up 4 3 p o i n t s t o
tie Jaguars 37. Six-foot o n e - i n c h
sophomore forward L a r r y M a r tinez led the Rollins a t t a c k w i t h
23 points, his highest t o t a l i n h i s
career, prank Valenti
ud Tim Sneaeach added 1 6 p o i n t s ,
is the Tars hit 37% from the f l o o r
_ __iw from the foul l i n e .
Augusta's monstrous, f o r w a r d J o e
McBride led the J a g u a r s b y d u m p in 20 points while t e a m m a t e
Bil Kinchen picked up 19 r e b o u n d s ,
lighfor the game. A u g u s t a i s n o w
on

10-6.
ID a less successful effort a g a i n s t
Ie tough University of T a m p a ,
tie Tars w^ere nipped b y s i x p o i n t s ,
The game m a r k e d m i d season for Rollins, now 9 - 4 , w i t h
games remaining. P r o s pects for a fine over-all r e c o r d and
;-awaited winning percentage
ire good.
by 19 points at the halfway point in the game, the T a r s
144-25, scoring on 11 field
and three out of four free
bows while Tampa hit 15 from the
' r and 14 of 18 from the line.
as in the game against A u g u s -

FRANK VALENTI SINKS IT FOR TWO

J I M MURPHY IS UP FOR THE REBOUND AGAINST RIDER
t a , the T a r s picked up the pace
than 27 points per game, picked
and got to within five of T a m p a
up a remarkable 27 points in the
b e f o r e the final b u z z e r sounded. . second period; this included a 13
L a r r y M a r t i n e z , whose 25 points
for 13 on the foul line and 7

led the Tars for the eighth time
this year, led the second-half barrage, scoring 21 of his points
in that period. Frank Valenti added 11 and Tim Shea 10 in this period as the Tars poured in 56
points to Tampa's 43.
But Tampa guard John Napier was
just as tough. The Junior College All American, averaging more

field goals. Teammate Roy Johnson was right behind Napier, totaling 23 points while forward Leste r Henley led the game in r e bounds with 20. Cliff Livingston
and Tim Shea were tied with
ten rebounds each for the Tars.
The University of Tampa is now
11-5 on the year.

Tense Game Goes
info Overtime
Rollins Beats Rider
65 -63

LAST CHANCE
ELIGIBLE--

FRESHMEN
&

Upper

classmen

VERSEAS STUDY'
IN
IRELAND
&

ENGLAND
TARS TAKE TO THE WATER FOR PRE-SEASON PRACTICE

Reliable Cleaners, Inc.
IN
CUs

TOM T A I L O R E D
SHIRTS

P|

ck Your Own
Style
Material
Color
Cuff
Collar

*iSr

,M0

^ W " Ave., North

140

CALL PROF. FO

VISIT

FRONT OF CAMPUS

STEAK 'n SHAKE

WEST FAIRBANKS

818 SOUTH ORLANDO AVENUE
WINTER PARK

TOP QUALITY
CLEANING

NO EXTRA CHARGE
FOR 1 DAY SERVICE

ALTERATIONS

• COMPLETE LAUNDRY
SERVICE

F R E E MINOR
REPAIRS

i SEASONAL STORAGE

QUICK, COURTEOUS CURB SERVICE
COUNTER, DINING ROOM
CARRY OUT SERVICE

Friday, Januarv2:
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Intramural
Now

Soccer

In Full

In the opening game of the soccer
season January 16, a strong Sigma
Nu team beat the Phi Delts 1 to 0.
The score is not indicative of the
Sigma Nu's complete domination of
the game. John Ross scored the
goal in the 2nd period with an assist by John Esterline, but there
were many near misses by Lee
Cougan, Neil McFadden, and Bob
Abbey. The defense was superlative as Mick Buxbaum, the goalie,
only touched the ball two times.
For the Phi Delts, John Snyder
was a defensive strong point who
could help the team pull a few
upsets this season. The Sigma
Nu's should be in strong contention for the league title, which might
be decided on Jan. 29 against the
TKE's.
Delta Chi squeaked by X-Club
1-0 on the following day. The
game was a toss-up until the 4th
period when a defensive error
caused a goal for the Delta Chi's.
The X-Club showed a good defense
but lacked a potent offense. Their
one error
though was enough
to allow the Delt victory, as a
strong Delt defense prevented any
Club penetration of the goal.
On Thursday the Sig Eps lost a
close game in overtime, 2-1. The
Sig-Eps started with an early lead
with Carlos Lanzeni's goal assisted
by Bob Khouri. But, the KA's
surprised everyone and came back
with two goals by Shep Harder.
The first was assisted by Johanson and the second was unassisted
in overtime. The Sig-Eps played
a hard game but just couldn't
score on KA goalie Leo Malbeof
when they needed to most.
On Friday the TKE's downed a
stubborn Indies team 3-0, but the
score doesn't show the actual game.
The TKE's scored all three goals
in the 4th period as the Indies defense completely collapsed. Terry
Leech assisted Dave MacCauley
and Jim Mohan for the first two
goals and Larry Roberts scored the
last one unassisted. With the lo'ss
of several players from last year,
the TKE's will have a hard time
defending their soccer title this
season.
With practically the same team
as last year, the Lambda Chi's
overpowered the Phi Delts 1-0
on Monday. Lee Berger proved
to be the difference when he scored in the 2nd period on an assist
from Tom Ghent. The Lambdas
dominated the game and should
• >' in contention this year. They
have a good defense and with a
few goals they might be able to
chase the Sigma Nu's and TKE's.
The Sig-Eps demolished the Indies 4-1 on Tuesday and showed
signs of being a strong intramur-

Sigma Nu, Delt.
Lead Bowling
Monday night's bowling
featured two bowlers biwith one of them, John Ethrh
missing a 600 series I
pin.
John led the Delta r\
to a three game, five point vof the Phi Delts by st
599 series with a fine 2361
He topped his teammates and
position in the final two 1
with a 189 and 174. Joh
mate, Pete Snook and ChuckKi
korian, added 457 and 463«
help the Delts get their
straight victory after last
narrow victory over the Sir
3 points to 2.
In the meantime, Stu Miller
leading the Sig Eps to an u;
victory over last year's runne
up the X-Club. Stu led things
with a fine 213 game thus enab
his team to win the first
by 25 pins. He went on to
with a 550 set and a 5
sweep for his team. Strong
port came from John Buchko
Seago with' 474 and 466 sets
spectively.

Swing

Sure I can fly!!!
jamamj/Bm

I n other action, the TKEs'
by Eric Swoebel's482 set fa
the Faculty Grads by one 6tol
pin Peter McCarthy led the Si
Nu's to a 4 to 1 point vie
over the KA's with his 487
In the final match, an evenly
anced Lambda Chi team fa
the Indies 4 to Lin points,
the standings
Following are the

Gingold makes the save.
al threat. Bob Taylor proved to
be quite effective as he scored
two goals; Carlos Lanzeni assisted one and the other was unasisted. Coley and Lanzeni also scored in the 3rd period. With the
strong punch on offense the SigEps could surprise a lew team
in the league. The lone goal for
the Indies was made by Rick Gardener with an assist from George
Jeff Brooks shows the correct form.
Yarnell.
What started out as a hotly contested game Wednesday, turned
into a run-away in the second
and third periods as the Delts
downed the KA's 3-0. Fred Tone
started the scoring on a penalty
kick in the second period. Then,
in the third period, goals by Bob
Owens and Nick Mascari, only
a minute and a half apart, insured
the Delt victory.
If the soccer season continues
to progress in the_ same manner,
anything could happen. Most of
the games are close and any team
could upset the league's best on
any given day. In this sport look
for stunning upsets this season.

Clanton, Greene take the bound.

i n t r a m u r a l point tol
TEAM
W/L
SN
2-0
DC
2-0
LCA
2-0
TKE
1-0
SPE
1-1
PDT
0-1
KA
0-2
X-CLUB
0-2
INDIES
0-2

Intramural Basketball Shows Strong Scoring
Defending champion TKE rolled to
an easy victory Monday night by
defeating KA 78-25. TKE had five
men in double figures, ledbyTerry
Leech with 16 points. Bob Ricchi
had 14 points, Bob Maynard 11
points, and Craig Lilja and Jeff
Brooks had 10 points each.
In other games the Faculty-Grads
won three games, beating X-Club,
Sig Ep, and Delta Chi. In the
Club game, last Thursday, Scott
Green scored 31 points in route
to a 67-36 victory. Chris Clanton
also had 15 points for the winners.
Buzz Friend and Harry Johnson

paced the Club with 12 points and
11 points, respectively.
On Monday Faculty-Grads beat
the Sig Eps 76-27, with four men
in double figures. Chuck Gordon
led the scorers with 16 points,
followed by Scott Green with 15,
Tony LeVechio with 14, and Chris
Clanton with 12. Bob Taylor led
Sig Ep with 10 points.
Tuesday night Faculty-Grad whipped Delta Chi, 69-44, again with
four men in double figures. Bill
Blackburn had 19 points, Le Vechio
14, and Gordon and Green each
had 10 points. Al Parks led the

Delts with 16 points, and Dra
Jones had 14 points.
Other action saw Sigma Nil 1
the Delts last Thursday 55Lee Hisdenbiddle scored 20p
Mark Buxbaum also had 10!
for the winners. Dryden
topped Delt:scorers with 12]
On Tuesday X-Club defeat
Phi Delts 49-25. Bill Koc
the Club scoring attack *
points. The Phi Delts, who
never won an intramural bas
ball game, were led by a
point effort by Mark Mahuire.

For Sale - 1965 Dodge Dart G.T. Bucket seats, factory air.
Power steering . Execllent condition. Low mileage. <
or second car. $1100. 647-4808 before 10 a. m. or after

Edith, Fred and Dick Barnett
Welcome

you to —

•i Harpers
VLIAVERN
Gardner, Stanton and Diener fight for the ball in the Sig Ep/Indie game.

PCKGGE

FREE TRANSPORTATION

STORE

If you are 21 or over you will be eligible to drive
one of our late model cars to points North or West.
NO CHARGE! Reserve yours now.
AUTO DELIVERY CO. of ORLANDO - 2924 Corrine Dr.

LOUNGE

841-4591

—ini
539 West Fairbanks Avenue
W I N T E R PARK, FLORIDA

